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Witches Falls Cottages on Tamborine Mountain offer exclusive accommodation for couples
less than one hour's drive from Brisbane. Laura Warne writes....
Witches Falls quite literally provides all the ingredients for a romantic getaway.
Gourmet breakfast and barbecue hampers (including delicious home made bread) are delivered right
to the door, and with each of the five split-level cottages featuring a private courtyard and barbecue
facilities, guests need not step outside their own cottage for the entire duration of their stay.
Cottages also come equipped with a fire place, timber floors and entertainment systems (with a
DVD library at reception).
The true standout feature however is the bathroom. A luxurious double spa looks out to completely
private gardens that are separated from the bathroom by a glass ceiling and wall.
Opening the glass door creates an invigorating open-air experience.
The brilliant white porcelain is surrounded by polished timber and stainless steel fittings that
provide a startling and indulgent contrast to the tropical bush setting just inches away.
The property itself is home to a wide variety of fruit-bearing trees, vegetable gardens and a
commercial herb patch for guests to add a little parsley to their barbecue or mint to their cocktails.
The attention paid to every detail by hosts David and Daniela is obvious, as is their love of
providing life's little luxuries.
Guests can take advantage of the in-room Ripple Massage service, with an exclusive Shell Massage
Package available only to Witches Falls Cottages.
The Shell Massage offers a therapeutic and relaxing experience using techniques similar to hot rock
massage therapy.
Should you summon the will to leave this idyllic cottage setting, Witches Falls Cottages is just
moments away from a host of wineries, antique stores and Queensland's oldest National Park.
Bluedog Photography offers photography tuition to Witches Falls Cottages guests – giving holiday
makers the opportunity to capture the breathtaking rainforest and sunset vistas of Tamborine
Mountain in a professional and polished manner.
The Tamborine Mountain Trolley Bus runs tours to local wineries, the Tamborine Cheese Factory,
chocolate store, glow worm caves and distillery, and can customise a tour for individual groups.
The bright red tram-style Trolley is a quaint and fun way to explore the mountain, with an open air
section to make the most of tropical breezes and views.

